J. BAREFOOT LTD
203 Clifford House, 7-9 Clifford Street,
YORK YO1 9RA, England. Tel ++44 (0)1904 426879
E-MAIL : JBarefootL@AOL.com

("Saint Jerome the Philatelist", with apologies to Durer)
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COLLECTIONS
APRIL 2017
Special this time is a fine offering of Indian States, including much of the difficult George
VI period. And of course, plenty of our usual European flavour material too, with collections,
clearance lots, and some better single items.
Catalogue numbers and catalogue values are normally by SG (Stanley Gibbons), and the
approximate quantity of stamps shown in brackets ( ).
As a guide for you, we use the following descriptions :
Collections : these contain mainly different stamps (apart from any blocks or specialised
material), with fairly full coverage of the period stated. Normally on leaves - the make of
printed leaf is stated when it is a major brand. "In album" means it comes with the binder
in good condition (make is usually stated, "titled" means the album has the printed title made
by the album manufacturer for that particular country); "on leaves" means that the collection
is without a binder for economy of mailing.
Ranges : Either on stockcards, or selection of leaves, more scattered than a full collection,
but still with a reasonably even spread of material and plenty to interest the collector.
Selections : a more restricted range, but often with better sets or individual items of value
mentioned in the listing.
Accumulations : contain mixed stamps "as they come", sometimes with much duplication.
Emphasis here is on quantity and cheapness; general condition and duplication are allowed
for in the selling price of the lots. We don't have time to check every stamp by any means,
so you should well find some bargains.
If possible, phone to check availability and to order. You can give your Credit Card number
by phone at the same time, your lots will then be sent straight away. ( If you get an Americanstyle ansaphone, this is indeed my office; please do leave your phone number, and I will
return your call).
Postage : this is normally free, smaller lots sent by 1st class mail. Larger lots (2kg+) by
Fedex Courier service. Boxes sold by weight are post free in mainland UK only. (Heavy
parcels to N.Ireland, IoW, Channel Islands etc may cost a little extra). Registration/
Insurance, or courrier for small lots: this costs £7 extra if required. Orders over £200: free
registration/insurance is provided in the UK.
To order, just quote the country + stock number (e.g. "Albania-5405)
John Barefoot
_______________________________________________________________________________
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ADEN
5900 : 1937-1949 mint and used range of KGVI issues with various 1937 Dhows incl 8a
mint, 2R used, 1939 set used (SG 16/27 cat £38), 1949 Silver Wedding u/m (SG 30/31 cat
£40), 1951 surcharges u/m (SG 36/46 cat £80). Total cat about £270 (48 stamps) ... £75

ADEN PROTECTORATES
5901 : 1937-1949 mint and used range of KGVI issues with Kathiri Seiyun 1942 set used
(SG 1/11 cat £65), 1949 Silver Wedding used, 1951 new currency mint set, and Hadhramaut
a matching run also complete. Cat £200++ (55 stamps) ... ........................................ £65

ALBANIA
5556 : 1950-Air set of six mint light hinge (SG 539/44 cat £46) and 1952 Air surcharges
set of four unmounted mint (SG 571/74 cat £650) (10 stamps) ... ............................ £200

ALBANIA
5406 : 1928 Vlone-Brindisi Flight ovpts set mint light hinge (SG 222/28 cat £425) (illus) (7
stamps) ... ................................................................................................................. £150

ALBANIA
5552 : 1970 the rare Industry set used, couple small faults (15q slight thin, 25q uneven perfs)
(SG 1417a/1417e) cat £700 (illus) (5 stamps) ... ...................................................... £150

ALBANIA
5559 : 1928 Vlone-Brindisi Flight set mint light hinge (SG 222/28 cat £425) (7 stamps) ...
.................................................................................................................................. £150

ALBANIA
5564 : 1914 7th March ovpt set all used with red VLONE cds on unaddressed cover (cat
£450 as basic stamps) (6 stamps) ... ........................................................................ £150

ALBANIA
5580 : 1925-1928 Republic good run of mint plus a few used, with 1925 Legality mint and
used sets (SG 164a/70 cat £145), Kallnduer set mint, Republic ovpts, 1925 definitives and
1927 wreath ovpts with a few varieties (imperf pairs, misplaced and double ovpts), plus
couple articles (70 stamps) ... ................................................................................... £125
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ALBANIA
5889 : 1945-1959 unmounted mint range of immediate postwar sets incl 1845 Red Cross
(SG 425/28 cat £80), Views (SG 429/34), 1946 Red Cross ovpts (SG 452/57 cat £130),
Balkan Games (SG 458/64 cat £120), 1947 Agrarian Reform, Liberation, (SG 487/91 cat
£60 ), 1948 Durres-Tirana Railway (SG 498/505 cat £100), and others to 1959. Cat about
£700 (90 stamps) ... .................................................................................................. £150

ALBANIA
5183 : 1946 Balkan Games, the set (SG 458/64) all in unmounted mint blocks of four with
sheet margin, attractive, (cat £480) (28 stamps) ... ................................................... £120

ALBANIA
5390 : 1939 Italian occupation issues with 1939 ovpts mint (SG 337/50 cat £85), 1939 post
definitives mint or used and 20q Air mint (SG 351/65 cat about £240), 1940 Airs used (SG
366/72 cat £65). Total cat £390 (35 stamps) ... ......................................................... £100

ALBANIA
5563 : 1914 7th March ovpt set (2q small perf fault) each used on piece (cat £450) (6 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £100

ALBANIA
5555 : 1931 Tirana-Rome Flight set mint light hinge (SG 295/301 cat £250) (7 stamps) ...
.................................................................................................................................... £75

ALBANIA
5566 : Skanderbeg the set mint, also used on piece (SG 27/32, cat £88), 1914 surcharges
incl inverted 5ps, 10pa block of six, misplaced (3), and SHKODER 1919 two mint and two
used (SG 103 cat £86) (37 stamps) ... ........................................................................ £75

ALBANIA
5582 : 1929 Birthday set mint first hinge (SG 262/69 cat £150) (8 stamps) ... .......... £50

ALBANIA
5585 : 1946 Balkan Games set mint light hinge (SG 458/64 (7 stamps) ... ............... £30

ALBANIA
5589 : 1948 Durres-Tirana set u/m (SG 498/505 cat £100) (8 stamps) ... ................. £25

ANDORRA
5851 : 1931 Blanc/Mouchon/Merson set, mostly mint hinged, couple middle values are
used (SG 1/23 cat £600+) (23 stamps) ... ................................................................. £190

ANTIGUA
6001 : Early range, mint and used, with 1876 and 1884 QV portraits to 6d, 1903 large Arms
to 2/- mint and used , 5/- Edward VII portrait mint (SG 40 cat £110), 1908 variouis to 6d, and
1916-18 War stamps. Total cat £700 (28 stamps) ... ................................................. £175

ANTIGUA
6002 : 1921 etc KGV portrait issues, with values to 2/-, 2/6, 5/-, mint or used, the high values
are mint. Cat about £130 (22 stamps) ... ..................................................................... £35
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ANTIGUA
6003 : 1937-1951 KGVI basic issues complete including 1938 Views set mint or used (the
10/- and £1 are mint), 1949 Silver Wedding 5/- used on piece. Cat £140 (25 stamps) ...£35

B.O.I.C.
5627 : Basic issues complete mint or used, with M.E.F. mint or used complete except the
difficult type M2 (SG M6/10) but does include the Dues set used, Eritrea complete mint or
used incl the Dues mint, Somalia complete mint or used, Tripolitania complete w ith 1948
and 1950 sets used (cat £330), 1951 set mint, and both Dues sets mint (cat £145). Total cat
over £1000 (100+ stamps) ... .................................................................................... £250

BELGIUM
5916 : Railway stamps, 1935 Train Centenary set mint light hinge (SG P.689/712, cat £950)
(illus) (24 stamps) ..................................................................................................... £350

BELGIUM
5924 : 1944-1969 nearly complete collection (except back-of-book) mint or used in
Schaubek printed album (new style pages, maroon springback, titled), includes 1948
Anseele miniature sheet unmounted mint (SG 1245/48 cat £250), 1952 UPU used except
top value, Anti-TB used, 1953 Red Cross used, Child Welfare used, 1954 Albert memorial
used, and from this date virtually complete to 1969 (issues from 1959 are nearly all u/m).
Total cat about £1500 (about 1000 stamps) (weight 2 kilos) ... ................................. £225

BELGIUM
5919 : 19th century issues used on Schaubek printed pages (new style) with 1949 the two
Epaulettes (both 3-margin), various 1949 etc Medallions to 40c, 1869 various to 1F, 1883
set, 1884 ro 2F, 1893 set with tabs including both 1F and both 2F (70 stamps) ... ... £150

BELGIUM
5923 : Back of book issues mint and used on Schaubel printed leaves, with Railway
Officials from 1929 to 1950s, Dues all periods incl 1870 10c bisect on piece, Parcel Post
from 1928 incl 1929 6F used thrugh to 1960s, Railway Parcel stamps from 1879 with be
tter values and plenty of cancels incl most 1920s, 1928 Newspaper set used, 1929
Newspaper set (most used, 2F10 and 6F are mint, SG N505/25 cat £70+) and most postwar
incl 1968 1F to 300F unmounted mint (SG P2047/2066 cat £140). (400 stamps) ... £150
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BELGIUM
5920 : 1905-1925 mint and used collection on Schaubek printed leaves, with 1905
definitives to 2F used, 1910 Bussels Exhibition set mint, most 1911 ovpts mint including
both 2c (these cat £352), 1912 definitives set mostly used, 1914 various Red Cross, 191
9 Tin Hat mainly used to 50c, 1921 definitives to 10F used, 1925 Stamp Centenary set mint
(SG 410/22 cat £65). Total cat £770 (115 stamps) ... ................................................ £100

BELGIUM
5925 : 1958 Antarctic miniature sheet used on pictorial FDC (SG MS1620 cat £160+, Mi
Block 25 cat 200 Euros) (1 cover) ... ........................................................................... £50

BRITISH GUIANA
5985 : 1863-1951 mint and used collection with 1876 Ships to 48c used, 1888 various to
72c mint and used, 1898 pictorials 2c to 15c mint (SG 217/21 cat £130), 1900 Ships to 48c
used, 60c mint, 1905 Ships set mint (SG 240/50 cat £140), 1913 KGV set mint or used (60c
to 96c are mint), 1934 pictorials set mint or used (SG 288/300 cat c£120), Silver Jubilee
mint, 1938 KGVI pictorials mint or used to $3, 1948 Silver Wedding $3 u/m, and Dues. Total
cat about £1000 (100 stamps) ... .............................................................................. £185

BULGARIA
5141 : 1933 Balkan Olympic Games, the rare 2nd issue all mint light hinge and well centred
(SG 326/32 cat £1100) (illus) (7 stamps) ... .............................................................. £275

BULGARIA
5402 : 1933 second Balkan Olympics set mint light hinge (SG 326/32 cat £1100) (7 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £275

BULGARIA
5772 : 1933 second Balkan Olympics set mint light hinge (SG 326/32 cat £1100) (7 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £275

BULGARIA
5771 : 1896-1944 fairly complete mint or used collection with WWI period, 1920s, 1932
Strasbourg Flight set mint (SG 323/25 cat £250), 1933 Balkan Games mint set less top
value (SG 326/31 cat £450), some mid-1930s, and most later 1930s through to 1944 (400+
stamps) ... ................................................................................................................. £200

BULGARIA
5961 : Early collection in Rapkin album (black peg binder), starts with three Turkey used
in Bulgaria with “Filipe” cancels (- Plovdiv, stamps have small faults but cancels are clear),
1879 first set (two of each value, SG 1/8 cat £1260), 1881 second set (s everal of each), good
run of later 19th century and some others to 1936. Main value is in 19th century, 270 stamps
(weight 1½ kilos) ... ................................................................................................... £200
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BULGARIA
5960 : Range (slight duplication) from 1879 1F, 1881 several to 30st, 1884 3s and 5s
surcharges (cat minimum £100 each), latre Lions, turn of century definitives and pictorials,
1931 Gymnasts set mint (SG 309/15 cat £325), 1932 28L Air mint, other 1930s thr ugh to
a few immediate postwar, also Dues etc (c700 stamps) (weight 1 kilo) ... ............... £150

BULGARIA
5138 : 1935 Gymnastics set, 2L low value with tiny album page adherance, rest u/m (SG
357/62 cat £350) (illus) (6 stamps) ........................................................................... £135

BULGARIA
5764 : 1879 Lions basic set of five fine used (SG between 1 and 8, cat £545) (5 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £125

BULGARIA
5137 : 1935 Gymnastics set, mint very light hinge (SG 357/62 cat £350) (6 stamps) ...£120

BULGARIA
5767 : 1885 50 on 1F Lion (SG 40 cat £750) mint (illus) (1 stamp) ... ..................... £100

BULGARIA
5142 : 1932 Strasbourg Flight set mint light hinge (SG 323/25 cat £250) (3 stamps) ...£75

5768

5766

BULGARIA
5768 : 1885 50 on 1F Lion (SG 40 cat £475) used (light cds), well centred (illus) (1 stamp)
... ................................................................................................................................. £75

BULGARIA
5766 : 1884 5st vermilion on 30st (SG43 cat £110) very fresh and with margin, stamp
unmounted mint and light hinge in margin only (illus) (1 stamp) ................................ £50
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BULGARIA
5765 : 1884 3st litho on 10st mint light hinge (SG 38 cat £110) very fresh (1 stamp) ...£30

BULGARIA - DUES
5773 : Good run with 1884 lozenge perf used set (SG D.46/48 cat £220) plus 25st and 50st
mint (cat £515), 1886 imperf set mint with four large margins (SG D.50/52 cat £1375), 1895
surcharges both mint and used (cat £157), and most later mint or used to 1933 . Total cat
about £2300 (44 stamps) ... ...................................................................................... £250

CHINA
5357 : 1944 Parcel Post $1000 to $5000 unused (SG P711/14 cat £366) (illus) (4 stamps)
... ................................................................................................................................. £85

CHINA - NORTH-EAST CHINA
5380 : People’s Post definitive issue 1947 $10 on $2 surcharge ovpt inverted, imperf (i.e.
ovpt on NE134a) with sheet margin unused), rare (1 stamp) ... ................................. £50

CHINA - EAST CHINA
5801 : Little selection with 1949 $1000 Mao used (SG EC303), $10 Transport used (SG
EC315), and couple surcharges (incl SG EC309). Cat £84 (4 stamps) ..................... £20

CHINA - LIBERATED AREAS - HUBEI
5364 : good run of unused, with 1949 most surcharges, Soldiers incl $14 but no $35, Star
issue (set less $500 Type I), Liberation commems, and most December 1949 surcharges
plus shades (cat £700) (30 stamps) ... ...................................................................... £200

CHINA - P.R.C.
5276 : 1950 surcharges on North Eastern Province basic set of 14 unused (SG 1436/49
ex “a” numbers, cat £600) (14 stamps) ..................................................................... £200

CHINA - P.R.C.
5274 : 1950 Flags set unused, originals (SG 1464/68 cat £375) (5 stamps) ... ....... £125

CHINA - PROVINCES - NORTH-EAST
5360 : 1948 Parcel Post $500,000 on $5,000,000 used ( SG P84, cat £250) (1 stamp) ...£85

CYPRUS
5883 : KGV Heads mint, selection with 1912 12pi, 1921 set of 15 (SG 85/99 cat £500) plus
couple extra shades, 1924 set to 90pi less ½pi (SG 103, 195/117 cat £270), and 1925 set
of five. Cat £900. Fresh colours (40 stamps) ... ......................................................... £275

CYPRUS
5882 : Edward VII issues, used selection with 1904 set to 9pi (SG 60/68 cat £45), 1912 KGV
variious to 18pi (SG 83 cat £48), 45pi (SG 84 cat £160), 1921 9pi (2) (SG 97 cat £90 each).
Cat £500+ (26 stamps) ... ......................................................................................... £135
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CYPRUS
5884 : KGV Pictorials, mainly used selection, with 1928 British Rule issues to 18pi used,
45pi mint (cat £138), 1934 set mint (1pi, 4½pi to 9pi) or used (rest) (cat £165), and 1935
Silver Jubilee mint (cat £35). Total cat £338 (24 stamps) ... ........................................ £90

CYPRUS
5881 : Edward VII issues, mint selection with 1902 2pi to 12pi mint (SG 53/57 cat £324),
(5 stamps) ... ............................................................................................................... £90

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
5008 : 1945-1964 virtually complete mint light hinge collection on large-size Yvert pages
(some printed, mostly plain) (but without dues or min sheets) (1000+ stamps) (weight
1½kilos) ... ................................................................................................................. £275

DENMARK
5753 : 1924 Danish Post, the set (SG 218/23) in se tenant blocks of four of each colour (two
with sheet margin, fresh mint very light hinge) (12 stamps) ....................................... £25

EGYPT
6000 : Alexandria, entire of 1854 with French P.O. ALEXANDRIE / EGYPTE cds, red boxed
PAQUEBOT DE LA MEDITERRANEE , “10” due marking, to MARSEILLE cds (1 cover) ...
.................................................................................................................................... £20

FALKLAND IS DEPENDENCIES
5987 : KGVI issues mainly used, with 1946 both sets used (thick asnd thin maps, SG G1/
16 cat £137), Silver Wedding (u/m), and UPU used (25 stamps) ... ........................... £50

FALKLAND ISLANDS
5989 : 1938-1952 mainly mint range with 1938 pictorials basic set to £1 (SG 146/63 cat
£475) plus a few extra shades, 1948 Silver Wedding mint (SG 166/67 cat £92), 1952
pictorials set (lower values mint, 2/6 to £1 are used). Total cat about £850 (47 stamps) ...
.................................................................................................................................. £200

FALKLAND ISLANDS
5988 : 1891-1935 mint and used collection with 1891 QV various mint or used to 1/-, Edward
mainly used to 1/-, KGV 1912 mint or used to 1/-, 1929 Penguins mostly used to 5/-, 1933
Centenary mint or used to 1/-. Total cat £1120+ (48 stamps) ... ............................... £200

FINLAND
5636 : 1891 Russian period 7R Arms unmounted mint and very fresh (SG 145) (illus) (1
stamp) ... ................................................................................................................... £125
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FINLAND
5635 : 1875-1900 cancels - interesting range of mainly 1875 to 1889 Arms with values to
32p, plus a few later 19th century, ALL with dumb cancels, coloured cancels (blue, violet),
straight-line and boxed cancels, pen-dated cds, fine numeral “440” fully stru ck, lovely lot
for specialist (36 stamps) ... ........................................................................................ £85

FINLAND
5752 : 1951 Olympics, booklet with the four panes each of four stamps u/m (panes detached
for display) (1 item) ... .................................................................................................. £25

FRANCE
4795 : 1944-1959 standard issues complete mint (nearly all u/m) in Lindner hingeless
album (blue binder, old-style hingeless printed leaves), with all basic definitives, commems.
charity sets incl all celebrity and Red Cross sets and all the good Airs (but does not include dues, precancels) Total cat about £1700. (650 stamps) (weight 2 kilos) ... ..... £500

FRANCE
5730 : Selection of Napoleon through to Peace & Commerce, all with red imprim‚s cancels,
fair to good condition (cat about 590 Euros) (illus) (10 stamps) ................................. £50

FRENCH COLONIES - MADAGASCAR
6022 : 1945-1950 unmounted mint (most) and used (some), from 1945 surcharges,
commems, 1946 definitives and airs to 200F u/m, commems including 1948 Adelie Land
ovpt both u.m and used (SG 319 cat £73), Dues. (80 stamps) ... ............................... £35

GERMANY - EAST
5877 : 1949-1964 mint and used collection on Scott printed leaves (plus further leaves to
1985 but no stamps for that period), with basic commems fairly complete (including 1951
Polish Visit, Mao all used) but needing the charity sets. 500+ stamps) (weight 3½ kilos) ...
.................................................................................................................................. £100

GERMANY SE TENANTS
5999 : III Reich booklet pairs and strips. used selection with some better, includes couple
Wagner (Mi W55 x 2 in block, W51), and other commems and Hindenburgs. Mostly fine, one
or two with spit perfs. Cat Michel about 475 Euros (20 items) ... ................................ £35

GERMANY WWII VILNIUS
5970 : Collection of postal history (includes many 6pf postal stationery cards Mi P2 cat 30
Euros each) also normal mail, registered mail,parcel cards etc, all with VILNIUS cds or
related cancels, plus a few collateral items such as postcards, receipts, p eriod 1941-1944
(31 items) ... .............................................................................................................. £175

GIBRALTAR
5953 : 1886-1898 mint run of QV issues with 1996 ½d and 1d (SG 1/2 cat £99), 1886 ½d
to 2d. 4d to 1/- (SG 8/10,12/14 cat £570), 1889 Spanish currency surcharges 5c to 25c and
40c to 75c (SG 15/17, 19/21 cat £192), 1889 5c to 5P (set less 20c bicolour, cat £ 180), 1898
British currency set (SG 39/45 cat £160). Total cat £1200. (33 stamps) ... ............... £300
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GIBRALTAR
5954 : 1906 Edward VIII the three high values mint (SG 72/74 cat £430)) (illus) (3 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £150

GREAT BRITAIN
5959 : 1841-1951 general collection, some mint, mainly used, with a few line engraved,
surface printed various to 1/- incl 1872 6d plate 11, 1881 6d plate 17, 1883 2/6 high value,
1887 Jubilee to 1/-, Edwards to 1/-, KGV with eight definitives with plate n umbers, 1924
and 1925 Exhibitions (1924 u/m, 1925 used), 1939 KGVI to 10/- used £1 u/m, 1948 Silver
Wedding u/m, plus Dues, Army Officials, I.R. Officials etc (250 stamps) ... ............. £200

ICELAND - OFFICIALS
5786 : Mint run, all different, from 1876 Arms, 1902 Gildi ovpts, 1902, 1907 and 1920 Kings,
and a few 1930 Parliament Millenary. Cat about £385 (47 stamps) ... ........................ £95

INDIA
5941 : 1926-1932 range of KGV mainly used with 1926 etc (wmks unchecked) most values
used to 25R (2), 1929 Airs, 1931 New Delhi, 1935 Silver Jubilee, also Officials with 1925
1R ovpts on high values mint, 1926 various to 10R used, and further to 1932 (80 stamps)
... ................................................................................................................................. £50

INDIA - C.E.F.
6004 : 1900 China Ex. Force (C.E.F.) set of ten mainly mint (SG 1/10) cat £65 (10 stamps)
... ................................................................................................................................. £25

INDIAN STATES - CHAMBA
5820 : 1938/40 KGVI Officials set, 5R is mint light hinge, rest are unmounted mint (SG O.66/
71 cat £425), a difficult set (illus) (6 stamps) ... ........................................................ £150
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INDIAN STATES - CHAMBA
5822 : KGVI period, msinly mint, includes 1938 3a6p used (SG 89 cat £42), 1942 various
to 5R mint including the difficult ½a and 1a, changed design mint to 12a plus 14a used,
Officials 1938 9p used (SG O.66 cat £85), and 1940 Service stamps ovpt to 8a main ly mint.
Total cat about £630) (31 stamp) .............................................................................. £150

INDIAN STATES - COCHIN
5832 : 1938-1949 KGVI period, good runmint (some) and used (most) of these rather
complicated issues, including Officials, all different and with better (100 stamps) ...£150

INDIAN STATES - COCHIN
5831 : 1938 perf 11 set mint light hinge (SG 67/71 cat £95) (5 stamps) ................... £35

INDIAN STATES - GWALIOR
5804 : Mostly mint range of KGVI issues with 1938 ovpt set (SG 105/117 cat £475, 2R is
used), 1942 set mint or used (SG 118/28 cat £50), 1949 set (SG 129/37, top two values
are used, cat about £315), and couple Officials (35 stamps) ................................... £250

INDIAN STATES - JIND
5824 : 1937-1941 KGVI period mainly mint range, with 1937 mint set (5R to 15R u/m) less
the 25R high value (SG 109/25 cat £260), and various Officials of 1937 with 2R u/m and
5R mint light hinge, and a few 1939 used. Total cat £480 (30 stamps) ... ................. £100

INDIAN STATES - NABHA
5814 : Good range of KGVI issue mint with 1938 set less 15R (SG 77/92, 94, cat £300),
1941 first type 3p, 9p, 1a (SG 95,97,98 cat £73), second type set (SG 105/17 cat £80), and
1940 Officials set of 12 (SG O.55/68 cat £275). Total cat about £730 (47 stamps) ...£200

INDIAN STATES - JIND
5823 : 1939-43 KGVI Service stamps ovpt, the set of 14 mint light hinge (the four high value
u/m) (SG O.83/86 cat £325) (illus) (14 stamps) ... .................................................... £125
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INDIAN STATES - PATIALA
5827 : 1937-1956 good collection virtually all mint, includes 1937 short set mint to 10R (SG
80/94 cat £386), 1941 first type set (the 9p is used, rest mint, SG 98/102 cat £93), second
type set mint light hinge (SG 103/15 cat £110), Officials with 1937 STAT E SERVICE ovpt
set (SG O.63/68 cat £42), surcharges (SG O.69/70 cat £25), and 1943 ovpt high values u/
m (SG O.82/84 cat £48). Total cat £705 (48 stamps) ... ............................................ £200

INDIAN STATES - SORUTH
5944 : 1923-1932 little selection with 1923-24 various Portait types incl 3P coarse print on
laid paper variety imperf corner block of four, 1929 Officials to 1R, 1932 ovpt set with serifs
mint (SG O9/12 cat £120) (24 stamps) ... ................................................................... £65

INDIAN STATES - TRAVANCORE
5817 : Good range of KGVI period mainly used with 1937 Temple, 1939 Birthday (top two
mint, plus extras (SG 64/70 cat about £70), 1941 Birthday, 1943 surcharges, good range
of Officials of the same period with duplication of basic stamps but shades, variou s perfs,
also Travancore-Cochin, worth specialist study (about 200 stamps) ... .................... £100

INDIAN STATES - TRAVANCORE
5937 : Mint and used range of the early issues 1888 to 1932, includes first set mint (SG 1/
3), plenty mint and used of the turn of century issues with values to 14ch mint and used,
further run through 1920s to 1932 surcharges, plus a matching range of Offic ials,
complicated area shades and minor ovpt varieties, useful study lot (300 stamps) ... £75

INDONESIA
5421 : 1948-1949 Dutch rule, basic issues complete with 1948 to 25G incl both 1G, 1949
pictorials basic set and UPU. Cat about £690 (38 stamps) ... ................................. £150

INDONESIA
4144 : 1948 surcharges to 2½G mint (SG 538, cat £70) incl both 1G, and the long 1949
pictorials set mint (SG 548/71 cat about £325, the lower values mainly perf 11½). Total cat
about £400. (40 stamps) ... ......................................................................................... £95

INDONESIA
5422 : 1949 Dutch rule pictorials basic set mint (couple tropical toned, rest fine) (SG 548/
71 cat £325) (24 stamps) ... ........................................................................................ £75

IRAN
6008 : 1911 Ahmed Mirza set mint (SG 361/81 cat £750 as reprints, the cheap SG 363 3ch
green & grey is used) (21 stamps) ... ........................................................................ £200
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IRAN
6009 : 1930 Air set mint (SG 686/702 cat £180) (17 stamps) ... ................................ £65

IRAN
6007 : 1924 Ahmed Mirza set fine unmounted mint (SG 577/90 cat £130 as mint hinged)
(14 stamps) ... ............................................................................................................. £50

IRAN
6010 : 1937 10R Shah top value mint (SG 815 cat £150) (1 stamp) ... ..................... £50

IRAQ
6011 : 1923-1941 mint and used run with 1923 mint to 2R (both), 1932 King Faisal mint set
(SG 138/54 cat £140), 1934 Ghazi used set, 2942 Views set mint. SG 208/29 cat £70),
Officials with 1924 most mint to 10R (cat £100+), 1932 mint set (SG O.122/37 cat £2 50),
and some later Officials to 1942. Total cat about £700 (150 stamps) ... ................... £165

IRAQ
6005 : 1918 British Occupation overprints mint (couple) and used (most) incl 5R and 10R
used (SG 13/14 cat £52) (8 stamps) ... ....................................................................... £15

ISRAEL
6013 : 1948-1951 mint (hinged) range plus a few used, with 1948 postage due set mint
hinged (couple u/m) (SG 10/14 cat £120), various other sets around 1950, also 1948 500m
Coin used (SG 8 cat £75) (85 stamps) ... ................................................................... £75

ITALIAN COLONIES
5736 : 1932-1934 General Colonies mint and used collection on Scott printed leaves, incl
1932 most Garibaldi used (SG 1/10 less 2,8, cat £153), air set used (SG 11/15 cat £122),
air express u/m, 1932 Dante post u/m, 100L Air used (SG 36 cat £90), Eritrea se veral used
incl 7L70 and 50L top value airs, 1934 Milan Exhn mint, Football 10c to 1L25 mint. Total cat
£800 (41 stamp) ... .................................................................................................... £175

ITALIAN COLONIES
5734 : 1934 General Colonies Football post + airs mint light hinge (partial gum toning, very
fresh on face) (SG 76/87 cat £700) (12 stamps) ... ................................................... £150
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ITALIAN COLONIES
5737 : 1934 General Colonies Fascist March set post + airs all fine used (SG 53/70 cat £475
(18 stamps) ... ........................................................................................................... £150

JORDAN
5440 : 1920-1943 good mint and used run from 1920 ovpts on EEF and Saudi Arabia, mid1920s overprints incl 1924 ¬p pair with tete-beche ovpt used (SG 126c cat £300 as mint),
1927 Portrait to 1000m mint (SG 159/71 cat £180), 1928 Constitution mint (SG 172/8 2 cat
£110), 1930 Locust Campaign mint (SG 183/94 cat £140), 1943 Portrait s et mint (SG 230/
43 cat £65), plus Dues of the same period (200 stamps) ... ..................................... £250

KOREA (SOUTH)
5134 : 1950-1980, but mainly the difficult period 1960-69, mint and used (often both) on
stockcards, slight duplication in places, but includes many well-catalogued sets or issues
e.g. 1967 President Pak (SG 704), miniature sheets incl 1966 Plants, 1979 and 1980 Year
packs. (500++ stamps) ............................................................................................. £250

KOREA - NORTH
6024 : 1946-1951 with 1946 Russian Occupation 20ch Hibiscus (SG 1 cat £75), 50ch
Mountaingreen (SG 2 cat £50), 50ch Mountain violet imperf (SG 5b), range of 1949-1951
definitives and commemsm, apparently mainly originals, with better incl 1950 Capture of
Seoul (SG 38 cat £50), one used, rest unused (22 stamps) ... .................................. £85

KOREA - NORTH
6023 : 1950 Occupation of South Korea set of three mint (SG 1/3 cat £120) (3 stamps) ...£35

KOREA - SOUTH
6026 : 1946-1951 unmounted mint or mint light hinge collection, nearly complete and
virtually all in sets, from 1946 surcharges, 1948 Election mint light hinge (SG 95/99 cat
£190), Olympics u/m (SG 100/101 cat £215), Constitution (SG 103/04 cat £170), Repub lic
4w (SG 106 cat £50) and the 5w type II (SG 107a cat £300), 1949 Census mint light hinge
(SG111 cat £75), 1949 definitives, Independence (SG 128 cat £60), 1949/50 the three UPU
(SG 130/32 cat 105), 1950 Air, Election, and all other cheaper commem s . Total cat £1600+
(78 stamps) ... ........................................................................................................... £385

KOREA - SOUTH
6025 : 1951 Flags of Participating Nation in the Korean War, all issues for 1951 (just
excludes the altered Italy issue with no crown of 1952), all unmounted mint (cat about £400)
(42 stamps) ... ........................................................................................................... £200

KOREA - SOUTH
6027 : 1949 Steam Train (SG 129 cat £160) mint very light hinge (illus) (1 stamp) ...£50
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LAOS
6014 : 1951-1965 unmountd mint range in sets, incl 1951 Views, 1952 UPU, 1953 Buddhe
airs, 1954 Jubilee (SG 40/42 cat £246), otherbetter sets of the 1950s, 1963 FFH the scarce
min sheet with yellow gum (Mi cat c£35), total cat about £450 (115 stamps) ... ...... £125

LATVIA
5800 : Money Orders : batch of 46 money orders, 1930s period, all with Arms or Allegory
stamps, good variety of postmarks from ALGONA cds to ZILUPE cds (46 items) ... . £50

LIBERIA
5621 : 1919 10c triangular Registered stamp, mint pair imperf between (old SG 23a, new
SG 388 variety) (illus) (2 stamps) ............................................................................... £50

LIBYA
6015 : 1951 Camels issues, with Libya ovpts unmounted mint set less the cheap 10m,
French currency (for Fezzan) 192F and 480F u/m, Dues set for Liya mint hinged, and Dues
with MAL surcharges set u/m (Michel cat about 1000 Euros on 2002, maybe more now) (26
stamps) ... ................................................................................................................. £200

LIBYA
6017 : 1951 Camels issues, the French currency set u/m (Michel 14/23) (illus) (10 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £125

LIBYA
6016 : 1951 Camels issues, the set surcharged in MAL (Michel 24/33) fine used (10 stamps)
... ................................................................................................................................. £30

LIECHTENSTEIN
6018 : 1945-1951 immediate postwar range in unmounted mint sets, with 1947 5F redbrown Arms (SG 247 cat £55), 1947 Officials (SG O255/261 cat £50), 1948 Pioneers of
Flight (SG 259/68 cat £110), 1949 Paintings (SG 269/77 cat £100), Schellenberg, 1950
UPU ov pt (SG 286 cat £60), 1951 definitives (farmers) (SG 287/98 cat £275), Paintings (SG
299/301 cat £50). Total cat £820 (70 stamps) ... ....................................................... £185

LIECHTENSTEIN
6019 : 1945-1951 immediate postwar range in unmounted mint sets, with 1947 Echternach
(SG 492/97 cat £50), 1948 Tourism (SG 505a/09 cat £55), Charlotte definitives set (SG
513a/24 cat £85), 1949 UPU, 1950 War Orphans (SG 533/38 cat £150), and 1946 Dues
(S G D488/501 cat £45). Total cat £562. (100+ stamps) ... ....................................... £135

LUXEMBOURG
5869 : All periods mint (hinged, and oddments are used) collection in Schaubek printed
album (brown padded springback binder), with a few 19th century, nearly complete from
1900 including all 1920s and 1930s Child Welfare charity set (1936 low value 35c is
used), postwar virtually complete including most charity sets, 1949 UPU, 1951 United
Europe (SG 543/48, top two values are used, cat £230), 1956 Europa (SG 606/08 cat £425),
1957 Europa (SG 626/28 cat £225) , through to 1987 (weight 3 kilos) ... ................. £350
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LUXEMBOURG
5732 : 1906 William first printing sheetlet of ten stamps, mint light hinge (1 item) ...£175

MALTA
5969 : 1863-1951 mint and used collection, from 1882 ½d used (SG 18 cat £35), 1885 to
1/- used, 1899 to 2/6 used, 1903 etc Edwards incl 1904 set mint 5/63 cat £275), 1914 etc
KGV various incl 2/- mint (SG 86 cat £50), 2/6 mint (SG 87 cat £75), 1922 Self-Go vernment
various to 2/-, 2/6, 5/- mint (cat £250+), 1922 Allegory to 10/- mostly mint (cat £130), 1926
POSTAGE ovpts mint (SG 143/56 cat £110), 1926 pictorials to 10/- mint (SG 157/72 cat
£160), 1928 ovpts mint or used to 10/- (cat £200+), 1930 pict o rials mint (SG 193/209 cat
£225), and most KGVI used to 10/- and Silver Wedding (cat £125+). Total cat about £1700
(200 stamps) ... ......................................................................................................... £400

MALTA
5971 : 1899 10/- St Paul 10/- mint light hinge, fresh and well centred (SG 35 cat £100) (illus)
(1 stamp) ... ................................................................................................................. £50
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MAURITIUS
5981 : 1900 Arms 2R50 and 5R (top two values) mint light hinge and fresh (SG 154/55 cat
£127) (illus) (2 stamps) ... ........................................................................................... £40

MEXICO
6020 : 1945-1950 unmounted mint (most) amd used (some cheaper items), run with 1945
IntrAmerican Conference (SG 735/43 cat £47), Education used 9SG 754/64 cat £55), 1946
United Nations postage in pairs, airs in singles (SG 766/76 cat £80), 1947-50 postage 1P
and 5P two of each (SG 822/23 cat £116), 1950 definitives u/m (SG 835/46 cat £55) airs
u/m (SG 847/59 cat £110) and most others mint or used to 1959 (150 stamps) ... .. £100

MONACO
5870 : 1885 Charles, the set fine used including the rare 5F (SG 1/10 cat £2860) (illus) (10
stamps) ... ................................................................................................................. £500

MONACO
6012 : 1946-1951 nearly complete run of mint (light hinge, a few u/m), plus a few used,
includes 1946 Dues set (SG D327/38 cat £55), 1946/49 Airs to 1000F (SG 323/26c cat
£170) 1948 Olympics (SG 343/51 cat £80), 1948 Bosio (SG 352/60 cat £85), 1949 pictori
al high values, Prince Albert, 1951 Holy Year (SG 438/49 cat £70), small format Horseriders
(SG 453/57 cat £44), 1954 etc precancels, totsl cat about £1000 (180 stamps) ... .. £165

MONACO
5872 : 1920-1933 mint collection, very fresh, with 1920/21 Charles new colours 5F (SG 28/
29 cat £220), 1921 Baptism ovpts, 1922 Views set plus couple shades (SG 54/64 cat £60+),
various 1924 Heads and pictorials including 3F corner plate block of four (SG 1 03 cat £80)
and couple of other plate blocks and millesime gutter pairs, plus Dues, all are first hinge on
original old-time 1920s leaves (120 stamps) ............................................................ £100

MONACO
5840 : 1957 200F the scarce perf 13 fine used (SG 509a cat £170) (illus) (1 stamp) ...£75
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MONACO
5845 : 1956 triangulars (postage dues surcharged for postage), the full set (SG 555/76 cat
£100), all on six illustrated FDCs (22 stamps) ... ........................................................ £40

MONACO
5842 : 1948 Olympics set used (SG 343/51 cat £60) (9 stamps) ... .......................... £25

MONACO
5844 : 1955 Monte Carlo Rally fine used (SG 517 cat £60) (1 stamp) ... ................. £20

MONACO - POSTAL HISTORY
5037 : Good range of mainly earlier covers with better rates, destinations, higher value
stamps, mainly period 1900-1930, a few later (50+ covers) ... ................................. £125

NETHERLANDS - MONEY ORDER
5917 : 1884 Money Order stamps 1G to 5G all fine used including the good 4G (Mi 1/6 cat
327 Euros) (6 stamps) ................................................................................................ £50

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
5310 : 1946-1951 mainly used range with 1950 etc Wilhelminas most incl the high values
(SG 311 /324 cat £130), and 1951 Child Welfare mint light hinge (SG 331/35 cat £80) (35
stamps) ... ................................................................................................................... £45

NEWFOUNDLAND
5974 : 1876-1897 mostly used collection of 19th century issues, with 1876 2c Cod used
(SG 41 cat £50), 1880 2c Cod mint (SG 46 cat £55), 1887 pictorials with 3c mint and others
used (cat £150), 1894 with 12c mint and others used (cat 115), 1896 several to 3c (cat
£300), 1897 Tercentenary set mint or used (SG 66/79 cat about £275), 1897 Royal Portraits.
Total cat £1000 (45 stamps) ... .................................................................................. £100

PAKISTAN
5930 : 1947-1951 good run of KGVI issues mainly used, with 1947 ovpt set used less the
cheap ½a (SG 1, 3/19 cat £200), 1948 pictorials used set plus additional perf varieties mint
(SG 24/43 plus “a” numbers. cat about £300), commems to 1951, plus Officials 1947 set
mint (SG O1/13 cat £130), 1948 ovpts on pictorials set used (SG O14/26 cat £120 etc. Total
cat about £800. (100 stamps) ................................................................................... £150

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR
5931 : 1945-1949 KGVI issues mainly mint, with 1947 Interim ovpt on 14a u/m (SG 13 cat
£85), 1948 commems and new values (SG 22/46 ), Officials 1945 pictorials set (SG O1/6
cat £90), 1a Revenue with Arabic iovpt u/m (SG O7 cat £90), surcharges (SG O11/12 u /
m, O13 used, cat £54), and further 1945-49 complete u/m (UPU are used plus UPU perf
17½x17 (top value used, SG o31b cat £32). Total cat about £430. (48 stamps) ... ... £120

PORTUGAL
5135 : 1912-1926 Ceres issues mint (mainly hinged, some u/m) all different, from 1912 first
issue (chalky paper) incl 7½c (SG 470 cat £70), 10c (SG 472 cat £170), some 1917 issues,
1920 perf 12 various to 2E (SG 564 cat £65), 1923 3E glazed paper (SG 573 ca t £225),
1926 5E no imprint (SG 724 cat £80). Total cat about £700 (40 stamps) ... ............. £165
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PORTUGAL
4845 : 1861-1898 mainly used collection on old-time Imperial printed leaves, with King Luis
issues incl 1870 etc straight labels a good run to 150r, later Luis and Carlos and others to
1898 Vasco da Gama, also Madeira 1868 1868 20r curved label (SG 20 cat £ 65), 1871
straight label 10r mint, 50r used (SG 26 cat £44) (85 stamps) ... ............................. £150

PORTUGAL
5133 : 1912 First Ceres issue (chalky paper, perf 15x14) short set ¬c to 15c all mint hinged
(SG 63/73, cat £704) (11 stamp) .............................................................................. £135

PORTUGAL
5320 : 1867-1943 good range, mainly used but some better are mint, with a few later 19th
century, 1910 Manoel and Republica ovpts to top values (some mint), good run of Ceres
issues incl a few better mint (e.g. 1923 3E glazed paper SG 573 cat £225), 1927 In
dependence mint (SG 726/40 cat £75), 1928 Independence mint (SG 780/95 cat £95),
through to 1943 (except min sheets) (350 stamps) ... ............................................... £135

PORTUGAL
5321 : 1894 Prince Henry the Navigator set used, all with special CENTENARIO cancels
(SG 314/26 cat £300) (illus) (13 stamps) ... .............................................................. £100

PORTUGAL
5312 : 1946-1951 mainly used range with commem sets used (1950 Holy Year and San
Juan de Dios sets are mint hinged, SG 1035/44 cat £130), (100 stamps) ... ............. £40
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PORTUGAL - AZORES
5891 : 1895 St Anthony set (SG 156/70 cat £850), some mint, some unused no gum or part
gum, all fresh on face side (illus) (15 stamps) .......................................................... £175

PORTUGAL - AZORES
5894 : 1894 Prince Henry set less 100r all used (SG 143/150, 152/155 cat £175). 1912 etc
Ceres types good range to 2E used and 10E mint (SG 323 cat £39), 1927 2nd and 1928
3rd Indpependence sets mint (SG 359/386 cat £40), also some Madeira 1928 Museum
Fund, and Cape Verde dues (150 stamps) ... ............................................................. £75

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - MACAO
6021 : 1945-1951 good run with main value in mint, a few used, includes 1948 Views mint
hinged set of twelve plus a few extra used (SG410/22 without the unissued 1p ultranarine
of 1950, cat £300), 1949 UPU mint hingerd (SG 424 cat £80), 1951 portraits set u /m (SG
439/46 cat £60) plus extra mint and used to 50a, plus commems, charity, dues to 1951. Total
cat £700 (75 stamps) ... ............................................................................................ £150

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - MOZAMBIQUE ETC
5997 : 1902-1937 mint (most) and used (some earlier) run of the territories of Inhambane,
Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Quelimane, with turn of century surcharges, 1911/16
REPUBLICA ovpts to higher values, Ceres, 1920 and 1930s pictorials. (about 200 stamps)
... ............................................................................................................................... £100

ROMANIA
4946 : 1872 Paris print, specialised study (written up in German) with 3+ sets written up
by shade, couple mint, and the valuable run of 32 proofs and colour trials (66 stamps) ...£400

ROMANIA
4947 : 1876-1880 Bucharest prints mainly used specialised study (written up in German,
but good illustrations of the plate varieties), with stamps sorted by shade, by perf , imperf
and part perf, varieties incl 1879 error 5b rose mint (185 stamps) (weight 2 kilos) ...£400

ROMANIA
5865 : 1862-c1950 mint and used collection on Scott printed leaves (some disorder), with
classics and later 19th century, 1906 issues, good range of 1930s and 1940s commems
with 1932 Medicine mint (SG 1262/64 cat £70), 1932 and 1934 Scouts sets mint (SG 12
5 6/61, 1289/94 cat £175), and better immediate postwar mainly mint incl 1945 TUC (SG
1776/79 cat £85), many better catalogued sets (weight 1 kilo) ................................ £200

ROMANIA
5866 : 1950-1996 mint (some) and used (most) collection on Scott printed leaves (red
springback binder), with probably two thirds of issues to 1980 and a few later (weight 2 kilos)
... ............................................................................................................................... £150

ROMANIA
5890 : 1945-1948 mint (many u/m) range of immediate postwar sets incl 1945 TUC imperf
sheetlets (SG1723/25B cat £140), Postal Employees sheetlets u/m (SG 1726/32B cat
£104), TUC u/m (SG 1776/79 cat £85), with good number of the elusive min sheets, through
to 1948 Transport sheet (SG MS2011). Total cat £650+) (175 stamps) ... ................ £150
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ROMANIA
5193 : 1930 Air Coronation ovpt set with the scarce vertical watermark, fine used (SG
1147A/1149A, cat £375) plus several other used of the 1930 Coronation ovpts on definitives
(8 stamps) ... ............................................................................................................... £90

RUSSIA
5662 : Imperial period semi-specialised collection from 1858 “Number One” (four examples,
fair), 10k perf 14½ (SG2), 1858 issue with shades, postmarks (includes six 30k cat £200
each), 1860s issues by perf and wmk to several 30k in each case, some mixed con d ition
but plen ty of cancel interest and huge cat, later Arms to 10R incl imperfs and a few printing
errors, 1913 Romanov Dynasty set mint or unused, 1914/15 War Charity incl four
Specimens, and currency stamps (about 1000 stamps) ... ....................................... £600

5656

5655

RUSSIA
5656 : 1858 10k imperf (four large and even margins), numeral cancel “38” (Riga), (SG 1,
Mi 1, cat £650), BPA certificate signed Robson Lowe etc (illus) (1 stamp) ... .......... £300

RUSSIA
5655 : 1858 10k imperf (four margins), boxed cancel, (SG 1, Mi 1, cat £650), signed B•hler
(illus) (1 stamp) ... ..................................................................................................... £250

RUSSIA
5707 : Spectacularly redirected through Panama etc, 3k p.s. card with added 1k perf Arms,
censor cachets 685 and 46, to LAS CASCADES cds (Panama Canal Zone), redirected
several times incl USA in vain, and returned as dead letter to Russia, characterful, 19 17
(1 cover) ... .................................................................................................................. £85

RUSSIA
5659 : 1870 folded letter with 3k error of background “V” (SG19d, tiny rub, otherwise fine)
and five examples of 5k (SG20a), interesting and decorative franking combination, from
ODESSA, AUS RUSSLAND, BRESLAU/BERLIN tpo, to Marseilles, 1870 .............. .£80

RUSSIA
5664 : 1927 7k Large Worker, corner block of six with the corner stamp missing one third
of design from paper fold, also part double perf for the same reason, u/m (1 item) ...£75

RUSSIA
5657 : Three colour franking cover with 1k, 3k, 10k from MOSKVA to Berlin 1866, very fine,
1866 ............................................................................................................................ £60

RUSSIA
5658 : Three colour franking cover with 5k, 10k (one foxing spot), 20k, from TAGANROG
via PRUSSE / ERQUELINES blue French entry mark, to Genoa, Italy, 1870 (1 cover) ...£60
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RUSSIA
5704 : 1858 issue 20k perf 12½ (SG 6, cat £130, well centred) and 2 x 3k (SG 13) on cover
from ODESSA cds, red boxed P.D., boxed AUS RUSSLAND/ FRANCO, BRESLAU/
BERLIN t.p.o., to ABERDEEN cds, 1869. Cover has folds and reinforced but high cat stamp
(1 cover) ... .................................................................................................................. £60

RUSSIA
5663 : 1924 Air set (SG 417/20) and 20k Worker used on early flown cover from MOSKVA
cds, red boxed “Mit Luftpost bef”rdert / K”nigsberg”, to RIGA, 1925 (back flap missing,
otherwise fine) (1 cover)... ........................................................................................... £50

RUSSIA
3920 : 1990s philatelic covers posted on board atomic icebreakers, with special “atomic”
cancels, several with 1998 Murmansk local stamps, and several with postage due markings
(11 items) ... ................................................................................................................ £10

RUSSIA (MODERN REPUBLICS)
5669 : Major collection of local and regional issues of around 1995, all mint (light hinge) and
mainly in se tenant overprint blocks or strips as issued, including Ukraine, Far Eastern
Republics, Moldova, Siberia etc, speculative material, but many small re gions and all very
scarce, apparently all different (around 10,000 stamps in five well-filled springback albums)
(weight 10 kilos) ... .................................................................................................... £485

RUSSIA - ARMENIA
4991 : 1920 unissued pictorials (Mount Ararat, Spinner etc) imperf printers trials, a range
with missing centre, double centre, inverted centre. etc, mainly imperf, mostly in blocks of
four or larger but good variety (240 stamps) ... ......................................................... £250

RUSSIA REPUBLICS
5549 : 1990-2000 modern republics of Armenia incl 1992 Bird min sheet (MS249 cat £43),
Azerbaijan and Georgia similar, and local issues for Abkharzia and Batum, incl min sheets,
all u/m except a few used on cover (about 500) (weight 1 kilo) ... ............................ £150

SARAWAK
4942 : 1945 BMA overprints most to 30c each in matching corner blocks of six u/m (cat
£309) (66 stamps) ... ................................................................................................... £50

SARAWAK
5715 : 1871-1899 Sir Charles Brooke litho issues, with 1871 3c and 1899 surcharge set,
all used (cat £103) (5 stamps) .................................................................................... £25

SERBIA
5173 : 1895 etc 10p Due, large range of colour trials or proofs (imperf), mainly different
colours, on white card, white or buff paper etc (64 stamps) ... ................................. £150

SERBIA
5172 : 1911/14 King Peter, 15 colour trials or proofs (imperf), mainly different colours, on
white card or buff paper (15 stamps) ... ...................................................................... £35
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SWEDEN
5903 : 1855-1924 mainly used collection on old-style Lindner leaves, with 1855 4sk, 1858
Arms to 50 ore (shades of fome), 1862 Lions set used (less the 17 ore grey), 1870s
Numerals (perfs, shades), 1903 5K Post Office, later definitives, 1918 Lanstorm used s et
plus some mint, 1924 UPU Congress set to 1Kr used (SG 146/158 cat £220), 2Kr mint (SG
159 cat £140 but rust mark), 50 0re Horseman used(SG170 cat 25). (165 stamps) ...£150

SWEDEN
5902 : All periods mint and used collection in Scott printed album (worn binder), from 1855
6sk and 8sk (faults but cat £800 and £350), 1858 to 50 ore, 1862 17 ore Lion (SG 13 cat
£90), 1872 etc Numerals, 1903 5K Post Office, middle period definitives, 1932 Gustavus
Adolphus mint, 1935 Parliament mint, and fairly complete run of 1930s to about 1980
(weight 2 kilos) ... ...................................................................................................... £150

5534

5535

TRIESTE Zone B
5534 : 1953 Esperanto top value (SG 98 cat £400) unmounted mint with sheet margin (illus)
(1 stamp) ... ............................................................................................................... £165

TRIESTE Zone B
5535 : 1953 Esperanto top value (SG 98 cat £400) unmounted mint (illus) (1 stamp) ...£150

TRIESTE Zone B
5538 : 1948 Red Cross Due unmounted mint (SG D.4 cat £325) (1 stamp) ... ........ £100

TRIESTE Zone B
5539 : 1951 Red Cross Due unmounted mint (SG D.54 cat £275) (1 stamp) ... ...... £100

TRIESTE Zone B
5540 : 1951 Red Cross Due used (SG D.54 cat £275) signed Petric and by others (1 stamp)
... ............................................................................................................................... £100

TRIESTE Zone B
5531 : 1950 Railway min sheet imperf, mint light hinge (SG MSB36Ba cat £275) (1 stamp)
... ................................................................................................................................. £85

VATICAN
5849 : 1929-1944 mint range (some u/m, others light hinge), all different, incl 1933 2L (SG
30 cat £60), 1935 Law Congress set (SG 41/46 cat £275), 1936 Press Exhibition (SG 47/
54 cat £130), 1938 Archaeology (SG 63/68 cat £85), 1939 Sede Vacante (SG 69/7 5 caT
£60) and others to 1944 (90 stamps) ... .................................................................... £200

VATICAN
5850 : 1933 Holy Year set unmounted mint (SG 15/18 cat £80 as mounted) (4 stamps) ...£50
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VIETNAM
5799 : Airmail, selection of ten commercial airmail covers of the 1950s, all bar one to
Switzerland (the other to Marseille), with good variety of attractive frankings (10 covers) ...
.................................................................................................................................... £30

YUGOSLAVIA
5605 : 1918-1944 mint (most) and used (a few definitives), nearly complete, on large-format
Yvert printed leaves, includes 1918 overprints on Bosnia, SHS including the good 15f
Harvester (SG 61 cat £100), Coronation (SG 81/82 cat £200), Chainbreakers, then
Kingdom issues including 1928 XXXX ovpt set mint (SG 233/42 cat £750), 1933 PEN set
mint (SG 270/75 cat £55), various 1930s commems, also some WWII Croatia (430 stamps)
(weight 1 kilo) ... ........................................................................................................ £250

YUGOSLAVIA
5606 : 1945-1963 mint (most) and used (some), about half complete for the period, on largeformat Yvert printed leaves, includes later 1940s, 1955 Flowers, 1958 Birds used, and some
Trieste Zone B including 1951 Red Cross and Red Cross Due both mint light h inge (SG
B49a cat £275 and SG BD54 cat £275) and 1952 Starfish min sheet mint light hinge (SG
MSB78b cat £80) (335 stamps) ... ............................................................................ £175

YUGOSLAVIA
5295 : 1918-1919 issues for Bosnia complete mint or used, including first War Invalids used
(SG 19/20 cat £400), 1919 (March) set mint (SG 29/46 cat £100), 1919 last Newspaper
issue mint (SG 50/52 cat £225). Total cat £770 (80 stamps) ... ................................ £150

YUGOSLAVIA
5912 : 1918-1920 mint and used collection on printed leaves, the provisional regional
issues, with 1918-19 ovpts on Bosnia mainly mint, Croatia SHS ovpts mainly mint incl 10h
Harvester with white figures (SG unlisted) and set to 10K Pariament (SG 53/73 cat £130),
Coronation pair (SG 781/82 cat £200), Dues et mint (SG D85/92 cat £170), Slovenia
Chainbreakers to 20K, 10D, (185 stamps) ... ............................................................ £150

YUGOSLAVIA
5780 : 1918-1921 mint and used collection of the interesting first few years, with Croatia
SHS ovpts including Harvesters incl 15f white figures mint (SG 61 cat £100) and Parliament
to 10K, Coronation pair mint (SG 81/82 cat £200), Dues set mint (SG D85/92 cat £170, plus
unissued 6f), most basic Chainbreakers, plus Kingdom 1921 issues (135 stamps) ...£125

WORLD - ESPERANTO
4304 : Batch of covers 1930s to 1950s (mainly Czech, Netherlands incl better) with
Esperanto labels, cachets, congress cancels, also six esperanto labels from 1909 onwards
(18 items) ... ................................................................................................................ £50
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TELEGRAPH STAMPS
of the WORLD
NEW BOOK RECENTLY PUBLISHED !

This recent catalogue lists telegraph and telephone stamps of the
whole world, by country. It is the successor to the old Hiscocks
catalogue of 1982. It lists all regular stamps, both those issued
by national post offices and those produced by private companies (but does not include prepaid stationery for telegrams, nor
telegram seals). It does include telephone stamps. e.g. those of
Canada, Great Britain, India-Patiala, Nepal, Belgium, France etc.
Virtually all items are illustrated in full colour, some sections
much expanded since Hiscocks, with up-to-date pricing for mint
and used. 140 pages. Published 2013. ISBN 0-906845-70-X.
PRICE £30 + POSTAGE
(Post = £4 in UK, £8 in Europe, £12 for Overseas)

For those wanting to acquire examples of the actual stamps right
now, we have a website which lists many lots of revenue,
telegraph, local and other cinderella stamps. See:
www.jbarefoot.co.uk and go to the sections
"Revenue Stamp - For Sale",
"Telegraph Stamps - For Sale", etc.
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CONTINENTAL ALBUMS EXPLAINED

We sell mainly European stamps and many come from Continental sources.
The following is a "rough guide" to the types of printed album and leaves :
BOREK : Traditional heavy-duty quality springback, dark-blue to black cover, black tooled
binding. Pages printed in very dark green ink (tasteful; changed to black just for the issues
after 1970), rounded page corners. These albums are no longer in production, but do give
a distinguished home to a traditional collection, when you can find them. German-made to
traditional German standards and my personal favourite.
DAVO : Dutch-produced album, navy-black twin-peg binder, with country name and coat
of arms. Older style albums had the peg protruding to the front and back of the binder
(inconvenient when posting!); new style albums solved this problem and the peg finishes
inside. Otherwise, new and old-style albums are the same. Printed pages as normal.
LIGHTHOUSE : Albums in several styles in the past, modern album covers are now padded
leather-effect springbacks with large capacity, gold bands on spine. Pages are printed;
hingeless version are with transparent Hawids affixed in the individual places.Germanproduced.
LINDNER : Multiring binders in several styles and colours. All pages are hingeless: old-style
pages have cellophane for each stamp between two glued paper layers (inconvenient, as
tricky to insert/remove stamps); modern version has full plastic stock sheet overlying
printed page (much better system, and handy if you collect both mint and used, there is
space for both). Relatively expensive to buy new. German-produced.
SAFE : Multiring binders in several styles and colours, often boxed. All pages are hingeless;
full plastic stock sheet overlying printed page (handy if you collect both mint and used, there
is space for both). Relatively expensive to buy new. German-produced.
SCHAUBEK : Albums were in several styles in the past, but most bought by collectors over
the past two generations were cloth-bound with two-post peg system. Old-style pages (pre1950) have page frame with corners extended; more modern pages (post-1950) have
rectangular neater frame. Hingeless version with transparent Hawids affixed in the
individual places. Very popular range as affordable, well-made, neat, and a wide range of
countries in their publishing plan. German-produced (was in DDR).
YVERT : French-produced very large albums and now not so popular because of their huge
size. Plain or printed pages with over-decorative ornaments.
This guide is just for information so you will have an idea of the album style before you buy
a collection. German albums are roughly all a standard large size, but each make is a few
mm different from the others. The albums we sell are 2nd hand, containing stamps, but in
good condition. We don't stock new albums (you could try Prinz/Vera Trinder Ltd).
But, bear in mind new albums at full retail may cost much more than the cost of the 2nd hand
album containing a full range of stamps from us!
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To: J. BAREFOOT LTD 203 Clifford House, 7-9 Clifford Street,YORKYO1 9RA

ORDER FORM
Name...................................
Address..............................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
Please supply the following lots :------>

TERMS OF SALE
All collections are offered subject unsold. In case
a collection is previously sold, please tell us if you
have a second choice. We do try to describe
collections fully and fairly and we depend on
regular custom. However, if you are not satisfied
on receipt, any collection can be returned intact for
a refund or exchange.
Mastercard and Visa credit cards are welcome.
You can order by phone and give your credit card
number for immediate despatch. Also cash or
sterling cheque, both welcome.
Orders are normally sent post free at buyers risk
by return post (1st Class mail in the UK if total under
2kg, or by Fedex for heavier lots), Add £7 if registration is required for insurance on orders under £200.
Fedex carriage free in mainland UK, a small extra
charge for Northern Ireland, Scottish Highlands, and
other islands (please ask). Parcel post extra if over
2kg and sent outside the UK.

Lot
Number

Country

£p

____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________
_________________________________________
____________________________________________________
______________________________________________
_________________________________________
___________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________
________________________________
_________________________________
_______________________________________________
____________________________________________
________________________________________
_____________________________________
__________________________________

TOTAL

Credit Card Number
...............................................
expiry......../.........Code...........
or payment by cheque

If some items are sold, please supply
alternatives, up to the limit of my cheque

________________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Phone No..................................

___________________________________________

Special posting instructions (if any)

______________________________________

...................................................

_______________________________________________

Collections may be reserved by phone during office hours :
01904 426879. Email : JBarefootL@AOL.com

